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JOIN US ON LINE THURSDAY 25TH NOVEMBER
FOR A DAY OF ALL THINGS WOMEN & WELLBEING

The Kindess Connection 

What's Creativity Got to
do with it?

My Body and Me

Speak up! I Can't Hear
You!

Join us in a safe women only
space to be heard, share,

explore and debate, as we
capture the "Big Wellbeing
Conversations" throughout the
day, with a sprinkling of TLC!

We can guarantee you will be in
a kind space with great
company!

For more information, please e mail: info@inspirewomenoldham.co.uk
Call or text Marion on 07969 174943

The Big "W" Questions-
get behind the Mic!



THE BIG WELLBEING CONVERSATION THURSDAY 25TH NOVEMBER 21 

10.00AM-10.30AM
The Big Wellness Conversation!
Join us is a safe women only space as
we launch our very first, certainly not
our last! Wellbeing Conversation; our
hope is to create a hub of activity by
bringing women together in the shared
aim of being heard, sharing, exploring
and debating guaranteed no hours of
listening and Expert Panels- you are
the Experts! We can guarantee high
energy and great company!

Coming Home to Ourselves
In this session Marie will introduce you
to breathing techniques that will allow
you to both listen and love yourself.
You will explore how truly listening to
your body helps you to overcome so
many things, discovering the true you!
The Mantra for this session " This is
Me".

Live from St Barnabas!
In this session we go live to the
amazing women of St Barnabas to join
in a fabulous activity as they share ,and
we collaborate in growing their
"wellbeing Tree".  We are promised
fun, laughter & lots of creativity in a
wonderful inspiring space.

Women ROAR!!!!
In this session we focus on the things we
often want to say, but instead choose to
swallow.  Join a fabulous group of
women who begin this session with high
energy - there may be a drum or two
from the fabulous Charlene from REEL
CIC! Followed by co-creating FULL
VOLUME Quotes/ Headlines and maybe
even a shared Poem that will contribute
to our PodCast Series! 

What's Creativity Got to do with it!
In this session women share their
creative skills and gifts that they have
both discovered and used to help them
on their own wellbeing recovery
journeys.  We can guarantee you an
inspiring space with beautiful women.
With so many women turning to
creative activities why not join us and
maybe share yours too!
Children are welcome to this session
we just ask that you utilise mute when
needed! x

The Kindness Connection
11.15am-12 noon

The Big "W" Questions- Get Behind
the MIC!
In this session we build on the Women
Roar session-How far have we really
progressed in women's health since
the "revolution of the 60's and 70's";
what are you not getting that you
want? This is a fabulous, safe , non
judgemental space where you will find
encouragement and applause as
women share stories, and raise
questions about the things that matter
to them, and the changes that need to
happen.

Launch Event My Body & Me
10.30am-11.15am

Speak Up I Can't Hear You!
12.45pm-1.30pm

Speak Up I Can't Hear You!
1.30pm-2.30pm

The Kindness Connection
3.30pm-4.30pm

My Body and Me
This theme focuses on different
approaches we can use to help with
mental stress, fatigue and anxiety.
Delivering in a kind and loving space
by beautiful women.

The Kindness Connection
This theme focuses on the sharing of
gifts and skills that women have
learnt as part of their own wellbeing
journey.

Speak Up I Can't Hear You!
This theme brings women together in
uplifting and empowering spaces;
enabling women to share their voice ,
becoming a collective power for the
future. 

What's Creativity Got to Do with It?
This theme focuses on the sharing of
gifts and skills that women have used
to help them on their own wellbeing
recovery journeys.

The Big "W" Question-Get behind
the Mic!
This theme brings women together to
explore and debate the big wellbeing
questions of our time - have we really
progressed? Are we being heard?

Sally's Power Down
In this session Sally introduces you to a
variety of tools and techniques to bring
positive habits into your life, supporting
you to sleep better; lessening the
chatter and stories we allow to play out
as we try to sleep! Children are
welcome to this session we just ask
that you utilise mute when needed! x

My Body and Me
7.00pm-8.00pm

CLICK ON ZOOM LOGO TO JOIN ALL SESSIONS 
OR USE CODE 535 9362503 
PLEASE ONLY USE AT TIMES ADVERTISED THANK YOU

Can't make the launch! Click on the
button and leave your details we will
keep you updated on future event
dates etc.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5359362503
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/keepintouchwhl


LIFT: Women leading change
TRANSFORMING WOMEN’S PROGRESSION OUT OF POVERTY IN THE UK

 

INSPIRE WOMEN OLDHAM & OXFAM WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP 

WANT TO CONTRIBUTE TO OUR RESEARCH?
PLEASE CLICK ON THE BUTTON AND YOUR
FEEDBACK WILL BE INCLUDED 
THIS IS ANOYMOUS!  THANK YOU!

explore the challenges that women with lived experience of
poverty face; 
identify and implement solutions to these challenges; and 
utilise the learning to influence decision-makers on the key
issues.

Background to our Work Together

Oxfam and Inspire Women Oldham have been working in
partnership, along with a team of Community Researchers, to
implement LIFT in the Oldham and Greater Manchester area
since 2019. 

LIFT aims to tackle poverty and support women’s economic
empowerment using a co-production, social innovation, women-
led and community-based approach, and a mix of research,
programme implementation, and policy influencing.

More specifically, the project seeks to: 

In 2019, the Team along with support from Dr. Sarah Marie Hall
and The Young Foundation, conducted research with women on
what stops them from achieving economic empowerment, and
possible solutions to these challenges.

 
Key Challenges Emerging from our work:
Mental health: “There is a lack of support from
professionals/my family/my community for me as a woman
with mental health issues”. For the women that we spoke to,
poor mental health was a central issue. They told us that they felt
that poor mental health impacted on all areas of their lives – how
they interacted with their families, whether they felt able to work,
and how they felt about themselves as mothers, women, and
citizens. 

Childcare and work: “There is no flexible and affordable
childcare in Oldham and I can’t find a job that is flexible
enough to fit around looking after my family”. Issues around
providing childcare, and the impact that being the primary
caregiver for children can have on women’s ability to work, also
featured prominently throughout the research.

 Many women spoke to us about how much they wanted to work
and about how important they felt working was both to their
identity as women and whether other people perceived them as
valuable members of society.

Benefits: “I can’t find the information I need on what benefits
I’m entitled to and there is no support for me applying for or
managing my benefits”. The benefits system was highlighted
by many women as a significant barrier to feeling empowered
economically. In particular, women felt that there was little
information on what benefits they were entitled to claim and a
lack of adequate face-to-face support when issues inevitably
arose, with women being referred to multiple agencies for support
without gaining much clarity.

Voice: “I don’t know where I can get my voice heard as a
woman in Oldham – there are no opportunities and even
when I can contribute no change happens”. Many of the
women that we spoke to highlighted a lack of information about
where to get their voices heard in Oldham as a significant barrier
to their economic empowerment. Even when women did feel that
there were opportunities to speak out about issues they cared
about and that they had access to the information they needed
about where these opportunities were, there was a strong sense
amongst participants that no actual change would occur and that
women’s voices were not seen as valuable.

Solutions to Support Women's Economic Empowerment
 In the ‘solutions workshops’ run as part of this research project, 
women and local Stakeholders identified that their top 3
priorities were:

1. Creation of a community childcare hub - a place open long
hours that women can trust with the care of their children. 
2. Training for service providers, professionals and other key
stakeholders - women with lived experience are supported to
deliver training for stakeholders on mental health sensitivity and
sustainable livelihoods approaches to services and support. 
3. Creation of specific slots for mental health appointments with
GPs and nurses - ensuring that women experiencing mental
health issues receive adequate support from health
professionals. 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/hublaunchparticipant
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THE PANDEMIC AND NEXT STEPS (2020/21)
When the Covid-19 started, conversations about how to take the solutions prioritised forward to be implemented as pilot
projects were ongoing, but had to be interrupted as LIFT was put on hold during the first lockdown. Oxfam, Inspire Women
and the Community Researchers reconnected in July 2020. The team embarked on a journey to rethink ways of working and
priorities, and identify next steps for LIFT, taking into account the new challenges posed by the pandemic, building on the
knowledge gathered in the initial phase of the project, and ensuring that women and their voices remained at the core and
continued to drive LIFT. 

During this phase, Inspire Women and the Community Researchers took the lead in developing the proposal for a pilot
project focusing on women and mental health. Mental health was highlighted as a key element of women’s economic
empowerment in the research conducted in 2019, and has continued to feature as a key issue for women throughout the
Covid-19 crisis. This pilot is currently being implemented.

PILOT PROJECT “A JOURNEY OF VOICE AND VISIBILITY – WOMEN AND MENTAL HEALTH” 

In the current phase of LIFT, Inspire Women and the Community Researchers are leading, in partnership with Oxfam, on the
implementation of the pilot project “A journey of Voice and Visibility – Women and mental health”. 

The pilot aims to enable women with lived experiences of mental health issues in Oldham and Greater Manchester to have a
voice and visibility in shaping and influencing their own mental health journeys and stories. 

The pilot is developing and testing a series of online and offline community hubs using a mix of engagement, research,
capacity building, and influencing activities to bring together women to discuss their experiences of mental health issues, and
together identify practical ways to enable women to tell their own stories and influence existing mental health services and
support. 

The pilot involves collaborations with Public, Academic and Third Sector stakeholders. The learning from the pilot will be
used for scaling up and to share best practices.

“As women, we are told we are nothing, we will amount to nothing, our
whole lives. So your mental health suffers – you have no self-esteem or

confidence. It feels like professionals and your family don’t take that
seriously, or understand what you’re going through”

 
“Why would I speak out? No one would listen to me as a woman anyway. I

feel invisible”
“I don’t have the confidence to speak out and have my voice heard about the

things I care about. Personally, I feel that if I did speak out I wouldn’t be
listened to anyway” 
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